Weddings

Me, you
and
Fred too
Located between the cathedrals on Liverpool’s iconic Hope Street, Frederiks has been serving the city’s
Georgian Quarter since 2013.
If you’re tying the knot, there’s no better place to spend your wedding day, than in the company of your
friends and family, enjoying Fred’s warm hospitality.
Our secret Pillbox space is tailor-made for wedding receptions, it’s hidden away behind a sliding wall for
guaranteed privacy, and will comfortably accommodate up to 90 seated guests.
Complete with your own private bar plus full AV, the Pillbox even includes a cinema screen, so you can show
favourite films (or incriminating baby photos of the groom,) before getting the party started.

It’s important to keep your guests fed and watered
- weddings can be a long day.
Frederiks enjoys a fabulous reputation for food
and drink.
We cater completely in-house to guarantee the
standards we’d expect ourselves.
We offer a variety of menus, from arrival canapes
to formal three-coursers, as well as some memorable and indulgent desserts.
Our drinks menus are equally as impressive with
elegant cocktails, carefully selected wines - plus a
choice of fizz in our decadently delightful Prosecco
Parlour.
Of course if you fancy something truly unique to
thrill your guests, why not create your very own
cocktail with our resident expert mixologist Brian.
He’ll work with you on creating a serve for your
wedding day that is totally and utterly exclusive
to you.

Weddings are busy occasions, with much to think about.
To ensure your planning goes without a hitch, and make life simple,
we’ll always let you know when we need to meet up to agree things like
your food and drink choices.
As a guide this is how we usually work with couples:

Eight steps
to Fredded
bliss

1. Introductory meeting with Frederiks Wedding planner.
2. Confirm that you wish to make a booking with us, within 14 days of your initial meeting.
3. Sign the contract we send to you and return a copy to your planner.
4. Pay your deposit once we send you a deposit request.
5. 6-months before your wedding day we’ll have our first catch up meeting.
6. 2nd catch up will be 3-months prior to your wedding to include food and drink tastings.
7. 50% of final balance is due following the 2nd catch up.
8. Final meeting 2-4 weeks before the big day and payment of any oustanding balances.
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